
DON’T MISS our amazing 
Time Machine stories, debates, 
and grammar features!

PLUS, check out our popular Google 
Slides Lessons that combine stories, 
videos, audio, and interactive activities.

u�“This Is the End of Chicago!”
Lauren Tarshis shares the thrilling true story of
the Great Chicago Fire of 1871.

u   The Mystery of Yeti
Some people say the Yeti, also known as the
Abominable Snowman, is real. Others say
it’s all made up. What’s the truth behind this
mysterious creature?

u��Rescue in the Rainforest
This is the extraordinary story of the people who
raced to save the life of a deathly ill sloth in a
Costa Rican jungle.

Core ELA Skills
•• Text Evidence •• Close-Reading Skills
•• Cause and Effect •• Inference
•• Problem and Solution •• Summarizing
•• Text Features •• Author’s Craft
•• Domain-Specific Vocabulary
•• Integrating Nonfiction and Video
•• Main Idea and Supporting Details

NONFICTION

u�How Tacos Conquered America/The
Story of Spaghetti and Meatballs
How two American favorites ended up on
everyone’s plate

u��Welcome to 2123!
What life could be like in 100 years, paired with
predictions from 1900 on what life would be like
in the 21st century

Core ELA Skills
•• Compare and Contrast
•• Making Connections Between Texts/Synthesizing
•• Theme
•• Critical Thinking

PAIRED TEXTS

The editors may change content as needed. 

u�Revolution! 
The story of the Boston Tea Party, on the occasion
of its 250th anniversary

u��  The Tale of the Too Talkative Turtle 
A chatty turtle learns a wise lesson about the
importance of listening in this age-old fable
from India.

Core ELA Skills
•• Speaking and Listening •• Vocabulary
•• Elements of Drama •• Character
•• Figurative Language •• Theme

PLAYS

u���Our relatable and engaging short stories
are written by kids’ favorite and acclaimed
authors.

u���Our fiction stories and their resources are
perfect for developing social and life skills,
and for teaching all fiction elements.

Core ELA Skills
•• Character •• Author’s Craft
•• Setting •• Mood
•• Plot

FICTION

33 Here’s a Sneak Peek at Our
Thrilling Plans for 2023–2024

The editors may change content as needed. 


